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HELGI projection screens can be customized in any aspect: ratio, sizes, canvases, borders, side tensioning system, screen case
color and so much more. It means that the available range of products is able to satisfy any need and to adapt to any kind of use.
A widely consolidated experience, at both a national and international level, allows HELGI to offer a customized and made in Italy
product.

A wide range for any need
Motorized projection screens, with aluminiu frame, manual and portable: all the products are characterized by the care taken
at each step of the production process and by unique features, as the odorless canvas, the wood packaging for big sizes to
guarantee the maximum security during transport, the customizable sizes of the canvas, as well as the color of the screen
case.
‘Thumb’ technology for Titan screens
It’s a technology based on an electric motor coupled with a reducer. The motor wraps and unwraps two steel cables running up
both sides of the projection canvas, guaranteeing the perfect tensioning of the canvas, also on giant sizes. HELGI uses the
“thumb” technology for Titan screens, which, thanks to their XXL size (up to 12 meters width) are ideal for permanent installations
in cinemas, theaters and auditoriums in which the transition from projection to theatrical performance is necessary.
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Cori Bend: the ideal solution for panoramic projections
Cori Bends are curved projection screens, with a base from 160 up to 300 cm. Especially used for flight and driving simulators,
they are, as all the other product, completely customizable and they offer the possibility of both a floor and a wall installation.

Design and functionality
HELGI screens can combine aesthetics and functionality. The care for certain details and finishes, combined with the choice of
high-quality material and with the most modern production technologies, makes HELGI an important reference point in the sector
of production and distribution of projection screens.

Read more about HELGI’s products at:
https://www.hlg.international/helgi/download/HELGI-brochure-2020.pdf
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